
Message from Alex Benitah, RDG  
March 13, 2020 
 

Good day colleagues – A few thoughts from the deck after a day of CoVid meetings for me.   

 

I will try not to bore you with the stuff you already know -   The news keeps on coming, and 

it seems that every hour there’s a new message; more cancellations and more restrictions.  Inside 

of all of that bad news there is some good news not to lose sight of.  Much of what is happening 

in Canada is meant to ‘flatten the curb’, so it’s preventative action, and more importantly, of 

those 130,000+ that have contracted the virus, the recovery rate has been very high, with most 

cases being mild.  There also continue to be no documented cases in the North.  And while it’s 

almost inevitable that they will come, all the steps being taken should keep us optimistic.  Please 

keep that all in mind.   

 

The practical stuff – Preventative measures in the South include a variety of closures, or 

expected closures, this has led to many offices of our department engaging contingency / 

business continuity planning, including increasing their telework arrangements.  This means that 

many of our ‘southern colleagues’ maybe working remotely.  Teleworking will create some 

departmental challenges, including bandwidth issues, and difficulties for some to work at home 

(because of equipment, remote access capabilities or other practical questions).  We are trying to 

limit the complications, so long as we don’t need to, and as best we can.   

 

Some fine points for NRO staff: 

 
- Are you sick? If you are displaying signs of illness – CoVid, or otherwise, staying home is the 

right thing to do.  Follow your own office’s usual notice regime for advising management of your 
status for the day.  Please do so early and ensure your manager is aware.  If you believe you may 
have CoVid symptoms, we ask that you tell us, so we can implement the necessary contingency 
plans in the office.  
 

- Telework? For the time being we in the NRO will not be implementing telework arrangements if 
we don’t have to.  There is no reason to do so at this time, and we will all be much more 
effective working from our business premises.  We ask that you continue to work from the office 
as normal; 
 

- Leave provisions? The Department continues to work on details surrounding leave provisions in 
the event of unexpected leave (quarantine, school/day care closure, etc.) – stay tuned.  You 
should expect more messaging from Justice Comms this weekend.   
 

- Testing remote access? Annelle has asked that everyone test their ability to access remotely 
and report back.  Make sure this is done immediately, as it may become necessary at some point 
to telework, we want to ensure we are ready and able to do so; 
 

- Taking laptops home? We may at some point ask that you begin taking your laptops home 
nightly.  I am already doing so out of an abundance of caution, others should begin considering 
it, although I am not making this mandatory in the NRO as of yet; 
 



- Working remotely online? If you do begin to work remotely over the next couple of weeks, 
please do not work online if you do not need to.  Logging on occasionally to check in, and saving 
on the desktop, with periodic back-ups will help,  This should  ensure that those doing essential 
work remotely will be more likely to have access;  
 

- Travel outside of Canada? We will be in the ‘Northern’ March break for the next two weeks.  If 
you are planning travel outside of Canada please advise Alexandre or I.  We should discuss plans 
for your re-entry and some of the risks associated; 
 

- Substantive work planning? Some closures will affect us – specifically courts.  The Tax Court has 
closed.  We are waiting to hear from the Federal Court on their plans.  Our Superior and 
Territorial courts are all considering their options.  We expect to hear from them next 
week.  Stay tuned.  This may change the nature of our work for a little while.  We may also be 
able to assist other offices where their levels of employee engagement may decrease.  Barring 
that, I am sure there are lots of things we can all catch up on if substantive work levels slow 
down.   

 

I think that is enough for now.  I’m sure more will follow.  Don’t hesitate to check in with 

Alexandre, Annelle or I, if you have any questions or concerns.   

 

Alex  

 
Alex Benitah 

Regional Director General  


